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6 Dentists Leave; All Dental Appointments Are Cancelled

Appointments with dentists at the base hospital will be cancelled beginning Monday, June 21, according to Dr. R. M. Pedicord. This is made necessary because of the departure of six dentists for outside work.

"In the future," Dr. Pedicord said, "the Dental Clinic will be able to handle only emergency cases, such as extractions, temporary fillings, etc., because of an insufficient number of dentists to handle the work."

Dr. Pedicord stressed the fact that he regretted to have to make such an announcement, but the remaining four doctors could not possibly take care of anything but emergency cases.

"We are trying every means to get other dentists to replace those who are leaving," Dr. Pedicord explained, "but until such time, if even, it is hoped that the colonists will understand the crucial situation and accept it."

MANY TRI-STATE HIGH STUDENTS RELOCATED

Students are leaving Tri-State High School in increasing numbers for the outside world. In January, 86 have left, the school has 46 for permanent relocation and 80 on work leave.

According to Mr. Guy Cook, assistant principal, Tri-State students who have transferred to other high schools have had no difficulty in having their credits transferred from the project school accepted.

A few of them are completing this year's work by correspondence with their teachers here. After the end of this school year, many others are making plans to go out, especially seniors.

Forty-three graduating seniors have indicated a desire to continue their education in college, and they are now receiving help in their plans from Mrs. Haru Tanabe, student relocation counselor for the high school.

Block 36 Wins First Game 6-1

Behind the four-hit pitching of Tom Kiyama, who also led the batters with a class 2 for 2, Block 36 capped Block 21 yesterday afternoon.

The first two and a half innings went by scorelessly but in the last of the third, 36 tallied twice and from then on, they were never headed, adding 1 run in the fourth and 3 in the fifth for the 6-run total.

Block 21 crossed the plate once in the third for their lone run. Second game will be played Wednesday.
"BLUEPRINT FOR A SLUM" TELLS RELOCATION CAMP LIFE

The government followed "Blueprints for a Slum" in building relocation centers, writes Addie Gilmour, editor of the Santa Anita Pacemaker and the Jerome Communique, and since resettlement, on the staff of Common Ground. He calls attention to the fact that the same conditions which breed delinquency in city slums are prevalent, often intensified, in these centers. He is convinced that dispersed resettlement will go far to affect the integrated Tom of tomorrow into American life. Yet, he points out, there will be no "escape" for the residues of evacuees who are as loyal Americans as those going out but who cannot find here jobs which are unemployable. For these a relocation center is a psychological nightmare.

"Less than a year ago there were only nine adult and six thousand children of Japanese descent in St. Paul, writes Alice L. Sickels, secretary of the St. Paul Resettlement Committee, in "St. Paul Extends a Hand"; thus, many native residents of that Minnesota city, which every soldier says TSO "SWELL PLACE"

Corporal Tim Ardl of Company K, Texas, who is visiting his parents at 902-E, on a furlough, is one of the several nisei servicemen using the facilities of the local TSO. The corporal remarked, "It's a swell place to borrow during the hot afternoon and to bring friends in for a chat."

His former Sacramento friends noted his robust health which he attributed to the good army food and the fresh air he has acquired in a slight Texas drawl. Cpl. Ardl said that he is mistaken for every nationalities but Japanese. When he was stationed in Oklahoma, a native there informed him of his descent.

"I'm an Eskimo," he answered.

"It's a swell place to borrow during the hot afternoon and to bring friends in for a chat."

The closing paragraphs of both articles were written to the effect that these "with rooms or part-timers jobs" for the youths should contact Mr. White at the Relocation Office. Asking for trouble but will bring disaster to the MAC Resettlement Program. Joe Hardin, of the Minneapolis Morning Tribune and the Minneapolis Star Journal publicized the plight of the 70-old NHA trainees at Shakopee, Minnesota, The Star Journal devoted about one-fourth of an inside page to a feature article and a photograph of the nisei. According to Tom Sato, executive editor of the MIN, these papers have expressed their displeasure at their new life in St. Paul.

BELIEVES NISEI SHOULD RELOCATE

"It is my firm conviction that all good Japanese-Americans should leave camp and resettle at their earliest opportunity," says Ken Hayashi, a former Dispatcher in a letter written to Lorna Huyaka, Leave officer, "Realizing that there are many exceptions and few actual barri ers, he feels all good Japanese-Americans will simply have to toss these matters overboard and strike out in a good American pioneering fashion."

"They are the right frame of mind and an unshakable faith in the inherent goodness of their fellow Americans who will aid them greatly," he added. Writing about the "zoot suiters," he agreed that the zoot suits and long hair cuts are taboo.

"Zoot suiters are under fire throughout the country and the nisei who insist on being "zoot suiters" will not only be the serious query.
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NYA TRAINEES GET PUBLICITY

Monday, June 21, 1943
100 DENSON CENTER GIRLS VISIT AT CAMP SHELBY

GIRLS, June 18—A group of nisei girls from a relocation center during the week-end of June 19-20. This time 100 girls will come from the relocation center at Den- son, Arkansas. A similar number from the Rohwer Center were two-day guests here during the week-end May 1-2.

SAVE WATER

(Continued from Page 1) due to a shortage of water. Colonists are fur- ther asked to cooperate in the saving of water:
1. By using less water in the showers, and for a shorter period of time;
2. By using less water for watering the gardens around the barracks;
3. By making sure that all faucets are turned off in the washrooms and laundries.

If a special reserve of water is maintained, it will not be necessary to shut off the water from the project several hours each day. The necessity of having to do this is being studied, Mr. Slat- tery explained; but the full cooperation of all colonists may not make this necessary.

YBA MEETING

An important meeting of the YBA Board of Di- rectors will be held tonight, Monday, from 7:30 p.m. at 1107-4.

As many important de- cisions will be made mem- bers are asked to attend.

Sumo Pins Will Be Ready Soon

Sumo pins will be ready soon for practice ses- sions, according to Jack Yamamoto, chairman of Fourth of July sumo tour- nament.

Yamamoto requests all those who may have "mawa- shi" (sumo belts) which were used in last year's tournament to turn them over in the Recreation Cen- ter, 1908.

OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT

NOTE: Applicants are re- quested to mention the name of the employer, en- closed in parentheses, when inquiring at the Placement Office.

ACCOUNTANTS

...5 males or females with college degrees, exp. in accounting. To file no- tarized U.S. Civil Serv. application forms and sign docu- mentation with Resol. Off. in Detroit. $1200 a year and up.

TRIEST

...25 yrs. of age, with bus. train., steno and shorthand exp. $120 mo. to start. Grand Rapids, Mich. (Goldman and Sied- man)

...female, 20-40 yrs., to do misc. typing, routing and posting. 820 W. Kalamazoo, Mich. (Paris Clones & Dyers)

SOMATIC (Seventy-five)

...female, between 20-40 yrs., to do routine of- fice work—checking daily store and driver reports. Pref. exp. Kalamazoo, Mich. (Paris Cl. & B.)

LABORERS

...3 Amer.-born men for operating bottling mach. and loading cases. 60-wk. $350, 75-wk. 70$ hr. and overtime. Detroit, Mich. (Seput)

STONECUTTERS

...30 yrs. of age, with shorthand exp. $120 to start. Grand Rapids, Mich. (Paris Ci. ft D.)

HELP WANTED: An inter- ested in relocation. See Frank D. Fagan personally.

WANTED: An inter- ested in relocation. See Frank D. Fagan personally.

AT PLACEMENT

HELP WANTED: An inter- viewer by the Placement Office. Must be inter- ested in relocation. See Frank D. Fagan personally.

FINISH: To Nobuo Kato, Matsu- ya Kondo, 5124-A, a baby boy on June 14, 3:45 p.m.

FRIDAY, June 18

George Asai, Myles, Creations; Guy and Takeko Kangas, Great Falls, Montana.

CHAINED FENCES

LOST: A set of chained pins around warehouse area. If found return to Technical Staff, Week, 342

THE DAILY TULSAN DISPATCH
A close game

Wild 6th inning fatal to Block 54 as 21 wins 4-2

A bad break in the last half of the sixth inning, which made it possible for two runs to score, spelled defeat for the Ward VI champs, Block 54, as they lost a heart-breaking 4-2 decision to Block 21, Ward IV titlists, and advancing Block 21 into the finals of the City Softball Tournament.

Playing before a huge crowd, which encircled the playing field, the two teams appeared nervous and uncertain in the first few innings but as the game progressed, both clubs played brilliantly.

The contest opened with H. Uyeno, Block 54 second sacker, getting on first on an error. Kay Watansbe flew out to the right fielder, but Nakamura reached a two-bagger into right and Uyeno scored the game’s first run. A moment later, Terashima hit a ground double into center, scoring Nakamura, and it looked as if a run would be scored. However, the next two batters grounded out to the second baseman, with 54 gaining a 2 run edge.

But Block 21 got even in their half of the first frame. After lead-off man Jim Kawamura went out, Honda got to first on an error, advanced to second as Okai looped a single over first, and came in when Tanaka’s roller was bungled. With a man on second and no one out, Takeuchi knocked a double into deep center, scoring Okai for the third tally, but when Tanaka attempted to come home on the play, he was out-at the plate. With the score 2-2, Takanaka was ruled safe and Okai was called out.

This 2-2 deadlock was maintained through the next four innings.

The fatal sixth for Block 54. After Block 21’s Okai had popped out, Tanaka started things rolling with a single through second.

Kawamura got to first on a fielder’s choice, advancing Tanaka to second. Then came the play which meant the game. In attempting to sacrifice, Takeuchi hit a ground ball to the pitcher, who threw to third in trying to cut Tanaka off, but the ball got away from the third baseman and on a series of mis-plays that followed, Tanaka and Kawamura crossed the plate and, Takeuchi hit third. Block 54 finally got the side out, following Hara’s getting on first on a fielder’s choice, on a beautiful double play.

In the first of the seventh, the 21’ers could not get a man in despite the fact that players reached first and second, and that was the end.

Second play-off game Wednesday

The second game of the championship series between Block 36 and 21 will be played this coming Wednesday, June 23, on a field to be announced tomorrow.

First game was played yesterday afternoon. If a third game is necessary, it is schedule for Friday.

The city champs will get a huge cup now on display at Canteen #2, while the respective ward champs received small cups.

Block 36 trounces 70, 14-3, to enter City Ward final

Winners display hitting power

The Block 36 softball aggregation unloaded a 16-hit attack to trounce the Block 70 squad, 14-3, in the semi-final ward league softball playoffs. They will go into the championship final against Block 21.

Block 36’s southpaw Tom Kiyama held the 70 boys to 5 scattered hits. He pitched a fine game with his fast deliveries.

The finalists led throughout the fray with Ishikawa and Kinoto leading the hitting attack.

The Block 36’s outcome cleared up any doubt with their 3-2 lead in the first inning and scored at least 1 run throughout the entire innings, while the Block 70, after their 2 runs in the first 5 to 0, which was scored by a walk on George Tamura followed up by a terrific homer by Toki, could not seem to retaliate thereafter except for the 1 run scored in the 5th frame when again the Tamura and Toki combination took effect. Incidentally Toki was the outstanding player of the game with his 3 for 3, including a homer, double and a triple.

Block 36 lived up to their reputation as the team with the best batting average in the city.

With pitcher Kiyama and the hard hitting teammates supporting him, the 36 squad will be the team to watch in the championship finals against the Block 21.

Block 36 drew a bye into the semi-finals while Block 70 had to get by Block 39 in the first round.

Horiuchi holds golf record here

Mr. Kenneth M. Horiuchi of Block 17 is the record holder on both golf courses in the Project.

He has traveled the Alaska course with a 38 and the course in the northwest corner of the city with a 39 twice.

Horiuchi wishes to compete with any diver digger who thinks that they can break his record. He is able to play any Saturday afternoon or all Sunday.